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Children are deep rooted in and connected to the natural world. Crystals are a key element of the
natural world and play a significant part in physical, emotional and spiritual healing. Children have
a deep and natural connection to the healing attributes and energies of crystals that they are drawn
to from an early age.
Crystals, to some people are pretty gems, but for others they are a significant piece which have
specific and powerful energies. For centuries, crystals have been used to release mental, physical
and spiritual blockages. Scientifically crystals have the lowest amount of entropy (a measurement
of disorder) and were forged in the initial stages of earth’s formation, they are known to absorb
information from a weather pattern or the experience of an ancient ceremony and pass it onto
anyone that encounters them. Since crystals are formed from the earth, when in contact with a
person, they help connect to the earth’s healing energy, leaving you feeling more relaxed and
balanced. Each crystal has unique properties and energies to enhance distinct aspects of your life.
Founder of Enchanting Angels, Corina Zappia shares how key crystals can help a child to heal and
protect.

Rose Quartz Crystal an adornment on the “Angel of Love” Teddy Bear
This beautiful pink crystal gives a gentle and loving energy, that helps kids learn unconditional love,
forgiveness and compassion, while also providing harmony in their relationships. The rose quartz
crystal is great for kids who are experiencing anxiety or separation issues with their mother, it
brings an inner healing and enhances their self-worth and confidence.
Amethyst an adornment on the “My Guardian” Angel Teddy Bear
As well as being the birthstone for February, it is the master of healing and is a gorgeous crystal of
protection. This crystal is will help a child who is during a time of transition such as a death of loved
one, a change in location, divorce or parent going back to work. The Amethyst crystal also contains
a calming and peaceful energy that prevents nightmares and gives a child a better night’s
sleep. Overall the amethyst is a crystal that acts as a guardian protecting them throughout life.
The Green Aventurine an adornment on “Hope, Angel of Healing” Teddy Bear
Considered a powerful healing stone, is known as the “stone of opportunity”, helps release old
habits, disappointments and encourages perseverance to make room for new growth. This stone
offers a lifetime of opportunity from Infancy to adulthood increasing a person’s capacity to heal any
areas of life when needed.

Enchanting Angels have been designed to bring smiles, hope, laughter and encouragement to
children travelling through life’s little adventures. Bejewelled with a crystal or gemstones, each of
the Signature Enchanting Angels Teddy Bears are designed to heal and protect, help with
emotional, spiritual, physical and financial wellbeing, milestones and achievements. Each provide
children with unconditional love, support and the knowledge that their angels are watching over
them. They are companions for life.

